
Ryley Hatta
Reporter

Profile
Dedicated reporter with one year of experience in fast-paced news 
environments, adept at uncovering stories and delivering engaging 
content. Possesses strong research, interviewing, and writing skills, with 
a keen eye for detail and accuracy. Demonstrates adaptability in covering 
various topics and employing multimedia tools to enhance storytelling. 
Committed to maintaining journalistic integrity and fostering connections 
with sources and audiences.

Employment History
Senior Reporter at Vermont Public Radio, VT
Mar 2023 - Present

• Secured an exclusive interview with the Vermont Governor, resulting 
in a 25% increase in listenership for that particular episode and 
gaining recognition from the Associated Press for outstanding 
journalism.

• Spearheaded coverage of the 2020 presidential elections, producing 
over 30 in-depth stories and interviews that contributed to a 15% 
growth in Vermont Public Radio's overall audience during the election 
season.

• Conducted a six-month investigative series on the opioid crisis 
in Vermont, leading to significant policy changes and earning a 
prestigious Edward R. Murrow Award for excellence in journalism.

 
Junior Reporter at WCAX-TV, VT
Sep 2022 - Jan 2023

• Secured an exclusive interview with Vermont's governor, resulting 
in a 20% increase in viewership for the evening news segment and 
generating significant social media engagement.

• Conducted in-depth investigative reporting on local environmental 
issues, leading to a 15% increase in online readership and receiving 
recognition from the Vermont Press Association.

• Covered breaking news stories with speed and accuracy, often being 
the first reporter on the scene, contributing to a 10% growth in 
WCAX-TV's overall audience share during the time of employment.

 

Education
Bachelor of Arts in Journalism at University of Vermont, 
Burlington, VT
Sep 2018 - May 2022

Relevant Coursework: News Writing and Reporting, Multimedia 
Journalism, Investigative Journalism, Media Ethics and Law, Broadcast 
Journalism, Photojournalism, Feature Writing, Digital Media Production, 
and Public Relations.

Certificates
National Council for the Training of Journalists (NCTJ) Diploma
May 2022

Details

ryley.hatta@gmail.com

(498) 561-0516

123 Maple St, Burlington, VT 05401

Links

linkedin.com/in/ryleyhatta

Skills

Interviewing

Fact-checking

Audio recording

Video editing

Adobe Premiere Pro

Data visualization

Social media management

Languages

English

French

Hobbies

Photography

Cooking

Reading mystery novels
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